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The thermal coupling problems are very common engineering problems. In the 
calculation and analysis of many practical engineering problems, the coupling between 
the temperature, displacement and the stress fields cannot be ignored. To solve these 
kinds of problems, the coupling relationships between the temperature field, thermal 
strain (expansion/ contraction due to temperature changes), displacement field and 
parameters of heat conductivity. In this dissertation, the calculation methods and 
regularities of stress, sag and critical point of temperature (CPT) of overhead conductors 
under natural operating conditions are studied. 
This paper is aimed at accurately calculating the temperature, stress, sag and CPT 
of overhead conductors under the condition of operation, which is of great significance 
to ensure the safety of the strength and deformation of the overhead line, at the same 
time, with an efficient transmission of electric power. At this part(ie. chapter 2th to 5th), 
a complete numerical method of calculating temperature field, layered stresses and CPT 
of the overhead conductor is proposed to solve the CPT of the conductor(ie. using the 
finite element method to solve pore meso temperature field firstly, calculating the 
layered stress and sag secondly, computing the CPT based on the method of stress 
calculation finally). And, the relationship between the CPT and the initial tensile stress, 
wind speed and ambient temperature is analyzed. At last, the correctness and 
practicability of the proposed method is verified through the comparison of the 
experimental and numerical results of temperature field, stress field and sag. 
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输电线路为缺乏能源的中心供电，我国电力资源的走向如图 1.3 所示。 
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图 1.2 电力供需量紧张的省份 
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时，CIGRE 标准和 IEEE 标准针对强制和自然对流分别给出了不同的计算方法，同
时修正了风向影响，不同的是 CIGRE 标准综合了雷诺数和导线绞曲程度的影响，
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